
q The campsite is located in a healthy place.

q  The site is supervised whenever open by one person (the operator or the person in charge of the day-to-day
management) who can be reached at all times.

• The campsite has:

q  waste collection equipment that is operational at all times, comprising either dustbins with lids or plastic bags
or closed containers;

q  an internal, enclosed sewerage system to which at least the collective bathroom installations are connected
and which is itself connected to the public sewerage network;

 q a drinking water supply mechanism.

• This drinking water supply mechanism:

q is designed so that the water distributed cannot be polluted;

q provides a minimum daily flow of one hundred litres per plot;

q  comprises at least one water point area in hard materials per group or part of a group of fifteen plots where
waste water can be discharged.

q  The use of non-drinking water is permitted only for the operation of the toilets, dumping for chemical toilets and
cleaning purposes. The distribution of non-drinking water is very clearly indicated. 

BATHROOM FACILITIES 

q  The campsite has bathroom facilities for collective use in one or more closed and covered structures.

q  The number of bathroom facilities is equally divided between men and women.

q  The sections and separate entrances for men and women are indicated by a clearly visible pictogram.

• These bathroom facilities contain at least:

per group or part of a group of ten plots: 

q  a toilet equipped with a seat with rim and flush and a washbasin with a mirror and a 
shelf;

q  a urinal with flush;

q  a shower with hot and cold running drinking water;

To correspond to the ‘campsite’ category, you have to fulfil the following obligations as regards equipment, 
among others. 
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per bathroom block:

q  a waste outlet for chemical toilets.

q  The collective bathroom facilities are well maintained and have an efficient ventilation system.

q  The bathroom facilities accessible during the night have electric lighting.
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